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Greetings! Thank you for subscribing to my newsletter!
As a show of appreciation, you are being given access to read the 1st
chapter of my best-selling dating book for men…

If you like what you read here, go back to www.NoGirls4U.com
and order your full copy today!
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CHAPTER ONE:
The “Nice Guy” – A Perfect Image for a
NON JUAN?
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NICE GUYS, BAD BOYS, AND SPAM…
Whenever guys start a conversation about relationships, one of the first
observations talked about are girls – duh! – and their desire to date men
considered “bad boys.”
If you’re like me, you’ve probably talked about this as well, and pondered
time and time again why this phenomenon continues to occur. On one
hand, you'll here a girl say something like:
 “I’m so tired of all these players out here! I just wish I could find
me a ‘nice guy’ who will treat me good.”
On the other hand, this same girl will turn around five seconds later, and go
out with the first so-called “jerk” that looks at her the right way!
So, how come most girls don't usually fall for “nice guys”? Why will a
woman pass up a guy who says he'll treat her right, and go for the first
thing with a cigarette in his mouth, a gun in his right hand, and a condom in
the other?
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Most importantly, how come “nice guys” get to hear women tell them over
and over what a “catch” they are, yet it’s the “bad boys” who get to hear
these women scream their names over and over?
Simple: a “nice guy”… is really a NON JUAN in DISGUISE!!
“Huh? What?” you ask, looking confused. “I don’t get it - how will being a
‘nice guy’ make me a NON JUAN? I thought girls wanted someone who
was going to show them respect, treat them like a lady, etc. That doesn’t
sound like something that would turn a woman off. What’s so NON JUAN
about wanting to be a ‘nice guy’?”
LET’S GO SHOPPING…
Picture this: you’re at an electronic store to purchase the newest video
game system – let’s call it the “FastaBlasta 2GX.”
You see a row of FastaBlasta 2GXs in front of you, and each one has a
price tag under its box. You go up to the first box; the price tag says,
“$199.99.”
“Hmm,” you say to yourself, “that seems like a steep price. Let’s see what
the next box says.”
You go over to the second box; sure enough, it has the same price –
“199.99.” The next two boxes in the row are going for the same price as
well. You think to yourself, “Man, I know this system is new, but do they all
have to cost so much? I wish the price was nicer on my budget…”
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Then, at the very end of the row, you spot it – a brand new, never-beforetouched FastaBlasta 2GX with the works!
Not only is it new, but it also comes with extra stuff that none of the other
boxes have: three extra controllers, an extra memory card, and the REAL
bonus – five, count ‘em, FIVE of the hottest new games!
You think to yourself, “Oh man! Oh man! Oh man! I can’t BELIEVE all the
stuff that comes with this package! I wonder how much it costs?!?”
Then you look down at the price, and nearly faint to the ground – “$19.99!”
“This is TOO GOOD to be true!!” you say to yourself.
But then, just as you're about to pull the package off the shelf, you start to
have second thoughts about the system. “Hmm… maybe it IS too good to
be true. None of the other systems here have this deal going with them.”
Soon, you start to have other thoughts about the package:
 “Maybe the price is so low is because it’s a used system.”
 “I bet the games have scratches on them.”
 “They probably take the warranty out of the price. I don’t want
to buy a system that has no warranty.”
After much consideration, you come to a decision: “I’d better get one of the
other FastaBlasta 2GX systems. I know I’ll pay more, but this package just
seems too shady.”
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Well, guess what? Women are the same way when it comes to
choosing men!
They spend all day long being hit on by “bad boys,” "jerks," and other sexstarved male creatures. After a while, these types of guys become the
norm for them.
Therefore, when a NON JUAN comes along and advertises how he’s
“different from all the other guys” she’s ever dealt with, her mind
automatically goes into suspicion mode:
“There’s no way he can be that much different from other guys,” she thinks
to herself. “He can’t possibly be THAT nice – he must be lying to me. I think
I’ll go over to this OTHER guy instead – I mean, I know he put his LAST
girlfriend in a coma, but at least he’s upfront about it!!”
THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE…
“But Harry, I really AM a nice guy! It’s not like I’m after her just for SEX!
Why would she have a hard time believing me?”
If there's one thing a woman is better at than a man, it's reading what a
person’s true intentions are. And a woman knows a man’s true intention for
talking to her is to get into her pants.

Maybe not today, maybe not

tomorrow – but someday soon (like, the day AFTER tomorrow), she knows
what his internal plans are.
From the very first “Hello” a man gives to a woman, she knows he’s being
friendly in hopes of bedding her someday. In fact, most women assume
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any type of conversation you're having with her is an attempt to mask your
underlying motivation for being near her – trying to have sex with her.
To further illustrate, here's a list of phrases a guy might say to a girl when
they first meet. On the left is what the man is saying to the woman; on the
right is what the woman actually hears the man saying:
WHAT THE MAN IS SAYING

____

WHAT THE WOMAN HEARS

“Hello.”

“I want to have sex with you.”

“Nice to meet you.”

“I want to have sex with you.”

“How long have you lived here?”

“Do you live nearby so we can have
sex now?”

“Where do you work?”
“Are you busy this Friday?”

“I want to have sex with you at your job.”
“I want to have sex with you on Friday.”

“Are you single?”

“I want to have sex with you.”

“That’s a pretty dress.”

“I want to have sex with you.”

“Where are your friends?”

“I want to have sex w/you & your hot friends.”

“It was nice meeting you.”

“I’m going to find someone else who’ll have
sex w/ me.”

A woman knows that all men, regardless of how “nice” they claim to be,
aren't going out of their way to talk to her just because they want a new
“friend.”
Think back on the women “friends” you've made over the years, particularly
the attractive ones. Now, ask yourself: was it REALLY your intent to be
“just friends” with that beautiful goddess when you first met her?
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ATTRIBUTES OF A NON JUAN…
The quickest way to get a girl to view you as a NON JUAN is to tell her
you’re a “Nice Guy” when you first meet. The term “Nice Guy” is great
because it produces an image in a woman’s mind of a guy who has the
following attributes:
1. HE IS SUBMISSIVE. A woman knows a “Nice Guy” NON JUAN will do
anything for her to show that he is friendly person.
Why This is a Non Juan Trait: This takes any questions out of her mind
about whether or not you like her. Women like excitement and spontaneity;
as a NON JUAN, you want to make it seem as though you’re too worried
about losing her to do anything without first getting orders from her!
2. HE IS LYING WHEN HE SAYS HE DOESN’T WANT SEX. A NON
JUAN will try to prove he's a nice guy by going so far as to state that he
either doesn’t have sex, or does not think about sex as much as other
guys.
Why This is a Non Juan Trait: A girl knows that ALL guys are going to
want sex at some point. To her, hearing this statement will let her know
from the beginning that you’re a liar!
Since the girl won't believe you when you say this, she'll have a hard time
trusting you when you say anything else, and leave you for a more
“sexually honest” man.
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I always read in magazines that women liked guys who “didn’t just want me for my
body.” So I decided I'd remain a virgin until I got married. I wanted girls to think
I didn’t see them as just a “sexual object,” hoping that would make them like me
more.
Every time I started talking to a girl I liked, I'd always let them know I was a “nice
guy,” and “not like every other guy out there” who just wanted to do them and
leave. I even tried telling them I didn’t think about sex that much.
And I WAS telling the truth – I didn’t have to think about sex that much. I was too
busy watching porn and looking at girlie magazines to think about getting any
REAL action!
***
3. HE HAS FAULTS HE IS TRYING TO COVER UP. Everybody has his or
her faults. The difference between most guys and a NON JUAN is that a
NON JUAN should never let his faults be shown – especially to women!
Why This is a Non Juan Trait: Letting your faults show is a no-no for a
NON JUAN, especially if a particular fault may be disturbing to a woman
you’re after. By hiding your faults, you’ll be able to give off that false sense
of perfection a NON JUAN strives for that ultimately turns a woman off!
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I have a real hard time remembering people’s names when I first meet them. I've
had this problem ever since I was little, and still have it to this day.
I've met girls who have given me their names, and I forget it right after they’ve told
me! When I see them later on, I call them “Hey,” as in, “hey, how are YOU
doin’?”
The reason I don’t ask for their name? Not remembering someone’s name is not
something a perfect person would do. A perfect person would remember every
person they’ve run into since birth.
I’d much rather have that person think I know their name than re-ask them what it
is and have them think I didn’t care about them. Who knows – they may try to send
anthrax to me, and nobody wants that!
***
SOMETHING FOR… NOTHING? OH BOY…
Covering as a “Nice Guy” will also allow you to lie to a woman about your
motives as well as yourself. The woman is already thinking, “Ok, this guy
told me he doesn’t want me for sex, yet he’s still going to treat me like I’m a
goddess? He must want something out of me.”
It’s not unusual for any person – man or woman – to feel obligated to give
something back to someone who has done something for them. It’s the law
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of reciprocity: if I order a pizza and have it delivered, I feel obligated to give
the delivery guy a tip. (I may not actually give him a tip… but I do feel
obligated!)
A woman already has this “you can’t get something for nothing” mentality in
her head. She assumes when a guy does something for her, he has a
motive behind it, i.e. something he wants her to give him in return (usually
sex).
As a NON JUAN, you want to stifle a woman’s giving nature by turning
down her attempts to repay you. You have to convince both her and your
conscious mind that you really are just being nice to a girl to make her feel
good.
Learn to ignore the part of your subconscious that is screaming, “I’M
REALLY DOING THIS BECAUSE I WANT SEX!!” or “I wish she would
do something nice for me in return!!” Meanwhile, the girl will go from
wondering why you are showing her preferential treatment without asking
for reciprocity, to expecting it!

When I started seeing “Missy,” I really wanted her to like me. The first time we
went out to the movies, I offered to pay for her ticket. She told me she would be
more than willing to pay for her ticket. I, however, insisted she let me pay. “No
big deal,” I told her.
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The next time we went out to the movies, it happened again. She wanted to pay for
her ticket, and I told her I would do it. After the third time, she no longer tried to
pay for her ticket. She already knew I was going to pay for her to get in before we
pulled up to the ticket booth.
Then, I hit a small period of time where I didn’t have a lot of money coming in. I
still wanted to see Missy, and thought she would still want to be with me despite
the fact that I had very little money. I called her one evening and asked her if she
wanted to go to the movies.
She said, “Of course… but I don’t have any money.” I found this rather odd, since
she had a job that paid her pretty well AND her own apartment. “Oh, um – all
that goes to bills,” she told me.
This, of course, was really a hint to me that she would go, but only if I was paying.
After all, that’s what I had trained her to expect. I didn’t have the money to pay
for both me AND her that night, so I ended up having to go to the movies alone.
***
BECOMING HER PERSONAL THERAPIST…
One of the most “Nice Guy” - type things you can do as a NON JUAN-intraining is becoming a girl’s personal psychiatrist.
Any time she has a problem with anything – homework, parents,
relationships with other guys, etc. – you want to be the one she goes to
when she needs to “talk about her situation(s).” Being a girl’s psychiatrist
will practically cement your relationship with the girl as strictly platonic in
nature!
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“Very funny, Harry,” you say, “but that’s not true! Helping a girl will NOT
make her less attracted to you. If anything, you might be able to help her
see the error of her ways and…”
And what? Go out with her? HA!
If anything, helping her solve her problems will only make her view you as
one of her “girl friends” – i.e. a male friend who, in her opinion, is such a
“girlie man” that she can talk to him like she would any other female
acquaintance – and make you even MORE of a NON JUAN than you were
before!
Over the years, I’ve made many, many girl “friends.” All of these girls were
attractive; all of them had guys falling for them left and right; and none of
them would date me.
Why? Because whenever they were having “relationship problems,” I was
the first one to run in and try to help them with their situation!
Aside from making the girl view you as “less than a lover, more like a
girlfriend,” the psychological impact of being the guy who’s around anytime
she’s having problems will result in her having a subconscious negative
view of dating you.
Think about it: if you’re the one she’s around whenever she’s having
problems, don’t you think her mind is going to eventually link her problems
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to YOUR presence? Trust me - this is a great route to take on your journey
to the NON JUAN promise land!

I had a crush on “Ashanti” but did not have the guts to ask her out. Instead, I
played the standard nice guy role of “friend.”
While I was busy being her best buddy, Ashanti fell hard for a guy named “Alpha
W.” Alpha W always had girls after him, so it was no surprise to him that Ashanti
liked him too. He could be rude and arrogant, and was known to fool around with
more than one girl at a time.
Despite these charming shortcomings, Ashanti couldn’t stop chasing after him.
Often, he would call her to his room, and demand she perform certain acts on him
that were explicit in nature.
Once in a while, Ashanti became upset with Alpha W. She would come to me, her
best buddy, and complain that he didn’t treat her well; he was playing games with
her; and that he was no good.
And what would I say to her? Did I tell her: “You might want to talk to somebody
else about this – this isn’t my business, and I really don’t care to hear about it”?
Did I use reverse psychology, and say, “You know what? He’s not really that bad
of a guy?”
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Nope! Instead, I did what any NON JUAN does: I talked to her like one of her
girlfriends!
I told her, “How dare him! I can’t believe he would do that to you (even though it
was she that made the decision to go see him)! I would NEVER do that to
somebody I was going out with! Why would you go after a guy like that in the first
place? You should date someone who will treat you better– you deserve more!”
Of course, the harder I tried to point out Alpha W’s weaknesses, the harder she
tried to think of his more positive attributes… and the more persistent she became
at catching him!
***
All the stuff I told Ashanti made logical sense. Who doesn’t want to date
someone who is going to treat them well? The advice was given in the
guise of trying to be helpful.
My true intentions, though, were to make her realize that the person who’d
treat her better would be me.

Then, I would be the one she’d be

comfortable doing all the explicit stuff with.
In other words: I wasn’t mad at him for doing that stuff to her – I was
jealous because he asked for it directly and got it, while my indirect “nice
guy” route was getting me nowhere!
Use the “Nice Guy” routine to your advantage. Tell every woman you meet
you’re God’s gift to women when it comes to being nice. Let her know you
have the purest mind on the planet, and that you have no problem being
“just friends” or doing things for her.
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In no time at all, she’ll use you up, spit you out, and move on to the next
“Nice Guy” that comes her way.
becoming a NON JUAN!

As for you, you’ll be on your way to
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Hi, Harry Wilmington here:
Thank you for reading the 1st chapter from my book, “NO GIRLS 4 U: The
ULTIMATE Guide to LOSING the Girl of Your Dreams!”
If you thought the stuff you just read was insightful, I’ve got news for you:
that was just a small FRACTION of how good the rest of the book is!!
Let me ask you:
• Are you tired of chasing after women but not getting the results you

desire?
• Are you constantly being rejected by women, but can’t figure out what
it is you’re doing wrong?
• Have you had women call you a “nice, caring guy” who “any girl would
be happy to marry…” yet they still won’t date you?
• Have you spent hundreds – if not THOUSANDS – of dollars trying to
impress that “one special girl,” but keep losing her to “bad boys” who
barely spend a dime-and-a-half on her?
If so, you owe it to yourself to get this AMAZING book!
“NO GIRLS 4 U: The ULTIMATE Guide to LOSING the Girl of Your
Dreams” is, quite simply, the BEST DATING GUIDE EVER WRITTEN!
It is the ONLY book that gives you UNPARALLELLED insights into the
mind of women, their rejection process, and answers any questions you
have about WHY your current strategies with them are NOT working!
This POWERFUL book is GUARANTEED to CHANGE YOUR DATING
LIFE FOREVER! Within its pages, you will learn:
- Why girls think you’re a liar when calling yourself a “Nice Guy”
- The one thing you can do to go from being seen as a “Macho guy” to a “Girlie
man”
- The REAL effect gift‐giving has on a girl's feelings for you (and man oh man, it ain't pretty!)
- The THREE ways you're giving girls gifts that make them head for the hills!
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- What a woman is REALLY thinking when you compliment her (and why it causes
her to feel "icky" instead of lovey‐dovey!)
- What to do when your date offers to pay for you (Hint: if you don’t want the girl,
DON’T TAKE THE MONEY!!)
- Why sacrificing your dreams for hers is the BEST decision a Non Juan could
ever make!
- How you can alter your appearance to make her first impression of you
DISGUSTINGLY memorable!
- “Proper Phone Techniques:” Learn how a Non Juan uses the phone to BREAK not make - a date!
- Why calling her all the time is VITAL... in keeping her uninterested!
- The TWO THINGS you can do to “write” your way right out of a girl’s heart!
- “Honesty is the Best Policy:” how “being honest” can actually KILL any
chances you have with a girl!
- The THREE “P's” to talk about on a date - GUARANTEED to make you look
like a loser to your date!
- How to keep fights, drama, and arguments out of your interactions with girls and why they WON’T DATE YOU as a result!
- “CLASSIC EXCUSES”: The TOP 5 EXCUSES girls give for not dating you and how to act like they were never spoken!
- Why the “S” word (S.E.X.) should NEVER be heard by a Non Juan!
- The ONE technique you can use to make sure you NEVER, EVER become
intimate with a woman (even if she’s DYING to)!!
- …and much, Much, MUCH more!!

“NO GIRLS 4 U: The ULTIMATE Guide to LOSING the Girl of Your
Dreams” is designed so that you will save money in the long run by finally
understanding why all the stuff you’ve been doing through the years to get
girls hasn’t been working. And what better way to do that than to read a
book by someone who is knowledgeable of what doesn’t work?
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When you go to www.NoGirls4U.com and order the book, you will receive
the following:
• The 153-page book, “NO GIRLS 4 U: The ULTIMATE Guide to LOSING
the Girl of Your Dreams” (in physical book form or e-Book form)
• “The Non Juan Newsletters” - an 85+ page added BONUS book
highlighting 39 additional dating “no-no’s” (unless you really DO want to
lose the girl of your dreams). Features some of the best articles from my
newsletters so far!
(All mailed items are sent in a plain packaging envelope to ensure privacy.)

Don’t let your dating life stay in shambles any longer – get your copy of
“NO GIRLS 4 U: The ULTIMATE Guide to LOSING the Girl of Your
Dreams” and learn to stop doing the WRONG stuff today!
- Harry Wilmington
www.NoGirls4U.com

